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Operations strategy is one of the most important parts of operations 
management. It is the refinement of company strategy in the field of operations . It is 
a support to the company strategy from the perspective of operations and is 
meanwhile the guideline of the company operations and management system with 
the ultimate target of raising the competitiveness of a company. 
On the basis of relevant operations management theory and focusing on the 
history, status quo and main problems of China’s electronic transformer industry and 
FP company, this essay tries to analyze FP’s inner and external environmental 
factors and the focus of its operations competition by utilizing the tools such as 
PEST, 5P model, SWOT and value chain, to set the operations strategy plan of the 
FP’s and put forward the life, organization and target of its operations system, and to 
discuss the detailed implementation of FP’s operations strategy, including design 
operations system that support the focus of company operations competition, rebuild 
the company culture that support the company strategy, reform the organization, cut 
the staff and cost, reengineer the operations process, realize the focus of the 
operations competition and build the information system and guarantee the 
correctness and high efficiency of operations strategy. 
By the case study of FP’s operations strategy, this essay tries to illustrate the 
following points: 
1. Facing the harsh environment and intensive competition, industry enterprises 
can only win by building a low-cost, efficient and flexible customer-oriented 
operations system through study that based on operations strategy.   
2. The operations strategy must setting foot on its inner and external 
environment and its resources, gain the continual competitive advantage for its 
operations system and clarify the goal, way and mission of its operations strategy.   
3. The operations strategy determines the producing way adopted by the 
operations system. Industry enterprises must ultimately form a customer-oriented, 
efficient and right operations system by analyzing the advantage and disadvantage of 
various operating methods on the basis of its customer’s demand and the features 
of its products.  
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